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Stunning Digital Photography is much more than a book; it's a hands-on, self-paced photography class with over 14

hours of online training videos and free help from the author and other readers. That's why award-winning author

and photographer Tony Northrup's book is the #1 photography book with over 250,000 readers.

This book gives you five innovations no other book offers:

1) Free video trainingFree video training. Watch over 12 hours of fast-paced, hands-on video tutorials integrated into the book to

support and reinforce the lessons. View the videos using any web browser or by scanning QR codes with your

smartphone.

2) Hands-on practicesHands-on practices. Complete the practices at the end of every chapter to get the real world experience you need.

3) Practice quizzesPractice quizzes. At the end of Chapters 2-13 you have the option of taking an online quiz to apply what you

learned in the chapter and make sure you didn't miss anything important. 

4) Classroom supportClassroom support. Join an author led private community of supportive, helpful people who also want to improve

their photography.

5) Free ebook with lifetime updatesFree ebook with lifetime updates. When you buy the book and join the private Stunning Digital Photography

readers community, you can download the ebook and copy it to your smartphone or ereader for easy reference. The

ebook is regularly updated with new content and videos as new photography trends and equipment emerge, so it

never becomes outdated.

In this book, beginner photographers will master:

* Using compositioncomposition to take great photos with any camera
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* Adjusting exposureexposure to control the brightness of your photos

* Setting your shutter speedshutter speed to freeze action or blur motion

* Controlling your apertureaperture to blur or focus the background

* Setting your ISOISO for bright and dark environments

* Finding beautiful natural lightnatural light for landscapes and portraits

* Using flashflash without the ugly effects

* TroubleshootingTroubleshooting blurry, dark, and bad pictures

* Taking great pictures of petspets

* WildlifeWildlife photography (mammals, birds, insects, fish, and more)

* Taking pictures at night, including fireworks, stars, and meteors

* Photographing sunrises, sunsets, landscapes, cityscapes, flowers, forests, waterfalls, rivers, fireworks, and more

Advanced photographers can skip forward to learn the pro's secrets for:

* Posing men and women, with checklists

* Taking candid, casual, formal, and underwater portraits

* Using RAW files

* Using HDR to overcome lighting challenges or create art

* Macro/close-up photography

* Using diffusers, reflectors, and other light modifiers

* Remotely triggering multiple flashes for inexpensive studio lighting

* Building a permanent studio in your home

* Using studio lighting on any budget

* Shooting your first wedding

* High speed photography

* Location scouting/finding the best spots and times

* Planning shoots around the sun and moon

* Creating star trails using two techniques: long exposure and image stacking

* Light painting

* Eliminating noise

* Focus stacking for infinite depth-of-field

* Underwater photography

* Getting close to wildlife

* Using electronic shutter triggers
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